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Abstract: The aim of the paper was to create a configuration model of an inter-organizational
network for post-industrial tourist organizations. Nowadays, establishing organized and structured
cooperation is necessary not only from a single organization’s perspective, which fights for survival
on a highly competitive market, but also from the perspective of a whole touristic region. The quality
and social responsibility of a regional touristic product is determined not by a single organization,
but by their collective outcome. The main goal was achieved by the analysis of tourist sites, their
function within the Industrial Monuments Route (IMR) in Poland, as a case for the conducted study.
The authors used trust level indicators as determinants for designating inter-organizational relations
in the wrought network model. Those relations concern various forms of cooperation that the
researched organizations have selected during a structured interview and were willing to undertake
under given conditions. The result is a multi-dimensional model of a cooperation network that
can be implemented at IMR and used as a guideline for creating similar models for other thematic
tourist routes.

Keywords: cooperation; inter-organizational networks; tourist routes

1. Introduction

Tourist routes are facing the necessity of continued development and improving their offer to
meet the ever increasing expectations of tourists. Escalating competition results in a situation, when
today’s tourist can select the consumer product or service from the offer of many producers, having
access to a broad range of alternatives at the same time. Therefore, nowadays, independent activity
of tourist entities on the market occurs only in isolated cases. Inter-organizational networks are a
developed form of cooperation. It may be stated that a network is one of the possible further steps
in the evolution of cooperation, after bilateral cooperation or cooperation directed in a top-down
manner. The advantage of networking is the possibility to control the process of its creation and
plan its structure [1]. Here, the findings of K. Czernek and M. Żemła [2] must be brought up, that –
despite the justified usefulness of networks in tourism – their self-formation very rarely allows to
achieve an optimum form of cooperation and network configuration; this process must therefore be
planned, organized and controlled in order to achieve an efficiently functioning network. Therefore
the aim of this paper is to develop and apply a method of inter-organizational network planning
and configuration on a tourist route. Our intention is also for this method to be adequate for routes
where there was no previous horizontal interaction between potential partners, and all the activates
carried out have been imposed by a unit that governs the route (in other words managed only in
bottom-top manner) – as it is in the selected case for the empirical research. This is the reason why the
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developed method will designate network connections between tourist sites within a route, basing
on their level of inter-organizational trust. Trust is a known factor that influences cooperation and
was researched in this scope since the past century [3]. From the social perspective, applied i.a. by
F. Fukuyama [4], it is beneficial to perceive cooperation as a result of trust between organisations,
given the mutual reinforcement of social trust and social networks [5]. Trust can be measured within a
route, even if there were no significant holding activities in the past, just in the scope of sites being
members of the same construct. Therefore the method should allow one to design the initial concept
of an inter-organisational network, focusing on its internal configuration, before accommodating for
external factors and appliance of already known methods for network optimisation when the network
cooperation is established.

The creation of tourist routes and their development, including the development of more and
more complex forms of cooperation by the sites forming this route, provides not only economic
benefits, but also constitutes a source of added value for the local communities [6,7]. The tourism of
post-industrial sites and routes they form is an important element in the sustainable development of
the region [8]. On the one hand, it allows to preserve the tangible and intangible heritage through
commercialization, thus providing the funds necessary for its maintaining and lifting the burden off

of self-government authorities in this respect [9,10], and on the other hand, it creates an opportunity
for local communities to conduct gainful activity, based on knowledge and culture, which – without
tourism – would have been forgotten and not passed down to the next generations. However, it must
be emphasized that tourist activity may provide adverse effects in an unsustainable manner, degrading
the heritage and the natural environment [11]. The literature on the subject provides examples of how
the knowledge of the inter-organizational network structure contributed to identifying the impact of
the organizations belonging to the network on sustainable development, in terms of the environment,
energy, public safety, energy economy etc. [12–15]. Therefore, an arbitrarily planned network of
cooperation for entities operating on the tourist route may – in the future – facilitate the identification
of channels of flow of information, knowledge, raw materials and tourist traffic on the route and, at the
same time, maintain its impact on the environment and plan its development in a sustainable and
socially responsible manner.

2. Inter-organizational Networks

One of the contemporary definitions of a network, formulated in 1999 by C.M. Hall [16], defines it
as an inter-organizational agreement on cooperation. The advantages of using it include increased
efficiency, quality and end value offered to the client. However, a decade later, the same author [17]
noted, that using strictly defined economic and business solutions cannot be effectively applied to
a sector as complex as tourism. In the subsequent years, this issue was studied again and network
management became an alternative to conventional management in public sectors.

The so-called network actors assume one of the three roles [18]:

• architect (forms the initial network and is the creator of mechanisms responsible for their durability,
defines the principles of cooperation and determines the roles of individual network members),

• mediator (plays the role of an arbiter in situations of conflict and controversy),
• broker (is the coordinator of undertakings).

Relations in networks often consist in cooperation agreements, but not every actor must be directly
connected with other members of the network; instead, intermediary connections are established [19].
This phenomenon is one of the factors attributing numerous distinguishing features to networks,
including [20]:

• making decisions on resources partially takes place in a collective manner, and not merely in an
integral form, at the level of the parent companies,

• resources flow between the participants of the network in a repeatable manner, instead of on an
ad-hoc basis,
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• cooperation and partnership are established on a long-term basis,
• there is an increase in freedom of exchange of information between allies,
• competition is replaced with negotiations and agreements in the field of coordination of actions of

the network members,
• part of the tasks, previously performed by one organization, is replaced with a group of tasks

performed by numerous organizations within the network,
• control and planning activities are minimized,
• network structure is flexible - it allows for easy changes in the configuration of the

network arrangement.

Reliable coordination of cooperation has material importance for effective cooperation [21],
understood as the ability to achieve the assumed goals [22]. Additionally, cooperation may bring
manifold benefits to the entities operating within a network structure; however, to achieve them, it is
necessary to meet certain conditions. It may be therefore assumed, that the network should function
on the basis of the adopted mechanisms, which include certain mechanisms of coordination [22–24]:

• market coordination (managing potential conflicts and expectations of partners, as well as division
of specialties, competencies and expectations with regard to the quality of the produced goods
and services within the network),

• hierarchical coordination (defining rules, procedures and norms of cooperation, as well as
describing the principles and guidelines for flexible control of the whole network),

• social coordination (based on quick, effective and conflict-free communication, as well as high
degree of mutual trust among the network participants).

The mechanisms of the first group are mostly dependent on the managerial and leadership abilities
of persons managing the sites within the network. The division of competences should be reflected in
the structure of the network. It is this structure that, to a large extent, determines the second type of
mechanisms of coordination. In the view of the presented information, it may be concluded that, while
designing the network, the respective division of roles and hierarchies within the network has high
importance for its functioning. However, for the other participants in the network to recognize the
leader roles in the network, it is necessary to awaken trust, without which full cooperation would not
be possible.

Inter-organizational networks can be a subject to social network analysis. By visualizing its
structure one is able to recognize connection patterns [25], as well as by analyzing the nodes and
ties parameters the problem areas of a network can be identified (i.e., a too high or a to low level of
centralization, too long paths, a too high level of asymmetry, etc.) [26]. The social network analysis
can be also used to identify relations between network members or between members behavior and
structural patterns. This approach is useful in various types of networks, from commercial cooperation
between businesses, through public institutions, till resources management like i.e., water [27] or
food [28]. Research also [29] indicates that network nodes should be described from the perspective of
relations between the actors.

When cooperation between multiple entities begins it usually emerges from a vertical governance
model [30]. As the cooperation develops more and more efforts are carried out at the organizational
level and hierarchical order falls in favor of self-organization [31,32].

Even if cooperation is the main goal of an inter-organizational network there’s always a certain
degree of competition between its members. Research results show that sometimes networks consist of
entities that are active competitors, nevertheless they enter cooperation to achieve common goals [33].
Therefore in order to comprehend networks one has to realize, that relations inside a network can
have various nature, on one side of the spectrum there are cooperative relations based on mutual
trust, on the other one – competitive ones, where distrust dominates [33–35]. Every member of a
network peruses the common goals of a network, but at the same time they also want to achieve own
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organizational goals and not be completely dependable on their partners. Trust plays a major role
in maintaining a balance between those opposing demands, by promising equivalence [36]. Thus,
trust can be considered an essential element of every network [37], because it helps to achieve its
goals and performance [38,39]. However some researches claim that distrust can also bring positive
effects, as well as trust can lead do negative ones [40]. The argument is that too much trust can lead
to a too high dependence on partners and can be abused [33]. On the other hand lack of trust is
considered by some researches [41] as a threat for network stability, other factors named by them: high
complexity and difficulty levels of processes realized with partners, too much dependence on partners,
and different level of development in knowledge and skill absorption.

3. Cooperation in Networks and in Tourism

In the conditions when there is fierce competition on the market, high level of specialization
of enterprises and quick development of technologies, it becomes necessary to operate flexibly and
reduce costs, causing the independent operation of an enterprise to be almost unattainable [42].
Cooperation networks are forms that allow the establishment of initial cooperation and its subsequent
development. Cooperation has three distinguishing features that may differentiate it from other forms
of collaboration [43]:

• cooperating entities preserve their legal personality,
• each entity preserves its decision-making autonomy,
• cooperation is entirely voluntary and reversible.

The network approach to management proves to be a useful solution in many areas (e.g.,
in sociology, economy, geography and political science); with the outbreak of the new millennium,
it started gaining higher and higher popularity in managing tourism [44]. The network approach
continues to be developed and applied also to tourist routes, since it allows to account for the
relationship between the tourist product of the region and the space of local communities, which give
significance to the routes. The first breaking point took place in the 1990s. It was then, when the
network approach gained acceptance in tourism management, responding to the growing need of
co-ordination, independent from markets and hierarchies [32]. Three milestones can be distinguished
in the process of adapting the network approach to tourism. The first was the emergence of a need to
apply a more managerial perspective in managing the tourism area, which would replace management
through the public sector [16,45]. In this approach, the managerial role is played by local private
stakeholders, and the role of self-governments is limited to coordinating economic and social agents;
they should play the role of active brokers for the network [44]. Another milestone was to formulate the
benefits that could be expected by tourist enterprises by participating in the network. Mentioned here
were: an increase in inter-organizational learning and sharing knowledge, which – in consequence – is
supposed to lead to increased competitive advantage, since cooperation reduces costs and contributes
to creating added value to the client [46–49]. The third important postulate is to understand that a
tourist product is perceived by the client holistically; hence, it is necessary to integrate and coordinate,
and therefore the management of tourist area must be broader than a unitary perspective [50,51].

Significant part of the contemporary research was devoted to discovering the potential of the
paradigm of network for the management and development of tourism [52–54]. Research shows
that the tourist sector requires a network approach, since it allows organizations and tourist areas to
function in the changing, complex and competitive environment [53,54]. Many authors also claim that
the network perspective may be used by the stakeholders to increase innovativeness, competitiveness,
level of knowledge sharing and stimulating sustainable development [55,56]. However, in the literature
of the subject there is lack of consistency as to the approach and methodology that should be used in
studying tourist networks [52,57], and the measurement and assessment of cooperation effectiveness is
an issue with no ambiguous solution [30].
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For instance, the Industrial Monuments Route (a tourist route that consist of 42 industrial tourism
sites in southern Poland) shows that, in case of tourist routes, there is no homogeneity in terms of form
of ownership. This applies not only to industrial routes, but the majority of cultural routes created
by entities belonging to the private, public and non-governmental sector. In this case, the network
will exhibit traits of a cooperation network, but it should also be considered from the perspective of
public-law networks.

Public-law networks have the following features [42]:

• they are created by entities independent of each other, where at least one of them is subject to
public law,

• the purpose is joint implementation of public interest (attaining profit by private entities is also
possible),

• processes of learning occur, consisting in mutual matching of the network participants to each other,
• participants are independent entities, joining the networks on their own,
• relational rent proves the ability to implement tasks of public nature.

In managing tourist networks, three basic coordination models can be seen [58]: a network
operated by a self-government authority (council, office etc.), a network operated by its members
(self-coordinating) and a network operated by a local tourist organization. Regardless of the assumed
form, proper coordination depends primarily on the actors of the network and the groups related to
them, their aspirations and beliefs, as well as the decisions made in terms of responsibility, transparency,
participation, communication, sharing knowledge, efficiency and justice [58]. The efficiency of
coordination of local tourist networks in achieving goals depends on the effectiveness of institutional
processes and structures, relational resources and available skills [59–61]. Institutional structure is,
in other words, the formal and informal substructure that creates organizations, their autonomy,
authority, internal cohesion and discipline in organization [58]. The study of D. Dredge [62], in which
the theoretical approach to applying networks in tourism was analysed, shows that the network
approach for tourism is characterized by four main advantages:

• networks take into account the divergence in solving problems in tourism, which often appear
simultaneously and overlap, and which are solved by different communities that represent
different approaches in their scale and time frame,

• the network approach accounts for the blurred division between the private and public sectors,
and allows to perceive tourism as a multi-dimensional space that properly fits into the principles
of common interest of these two groups,

• networks allow for the occurrence of different levels of political support for different problems,
therefore the degree of attention devoted to the individual problems may vary significantly,

• the network approach recognizes that the stakeholders of a given network may be participants of
other networks, and therefore their impact, role, interactions undertaken and their function in the
network change respectively.

J. Kurowska-Pysz and K. Szczepańska-Woszczyna [63] researched the case of cross-border
cooperation between Poland and Czech Republic, where tourism was one of the most highly recognized
areas of coss-border inter-organizational areas of cooperation. Although in this case the cooperation
relies more on bilateral partnerships than networks, this structure is suggested to be taken into
consideration if there should be decided that there is a need for a more advanced cooperation model.
However, their research findings contain conditions that had to be met in order sustain a good
partnership, those are [63]:

• similar and compatible interests and expectations,
• awareness of benefits and needs expected from cooperation,
• willingness to share the benefits as well as the costs and risks of cooperation,
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• possession of proper resources needed to cooperate,
• honest motivation to participate in cooperation,
• concentration on long-term relation.

Additionally those findings are supplemented by 3 principles that provide good cooperation
conditions [63]:

1. The partnership is based on equal rights, that lead to mutual respect;
2. The relationships is transparent, so trust can develop;
3. The benefits are mutual for all partners, so the cooperation stays stable.

The importance of inter-organizational networks is a known issue [64]. The expected outcome is
knowledge sharing and transfer, consequently increasing competitiveness and innovation in network
connected sites. The study by Presenza and Cipollina [64] that was dedicated the analysis of truism
stakeholders network empathizes on this, and in their conclusions the researchers underline, that trust
should be considered as a necessary dimension in building, sustaining and developing cooperation
in tourism.

As we have shown, literature of the subject focuses either on explaining the paradigm of networks,
their expected outcome and conditions that have to be met in order for cooperation to be effective or
on analyzing existing networks; measuring their effectiveness, performing social network analysis and
finding fields that can be potentially improved. In tourism, the network approach is either applied in
context of whole tourism regions, or for whole industries (i.e., hospitality). But we found no evidence
of inter-organizational network approach application in case of a tourist route, all the more an attempt
to actually design a network structure for tourist sites that form a route. Our study contributes to
explore this issue.

In view of the presented information, it may be concluded that, when configuring a new network
for industrial tourist sites, taking into consideration the forms of ownership and model of management
in the individual sites is very significant. The reason is the endeavour to reduce the level of engagement
between public stakeholders plus local communities and the entrepreneurs. It is also important to
create new affiliations of horizontal nature between the participants of the network, that will be based
on a broadly understood proximity. Another important aspect is determining network nodes, bringing
together weaker units, that may provide example and support for smaller organizations, as well as
brokers of the network for coordinating its activities. A properly configured network should bring
benefits to all its participants due to the effect of synergy. The network is capable of allowing the more
effective control of tourist traffic and accelerating the process of creating new knowledge, improving
its quality and effectiveness, with which it is spread within the network and utilized. Achieving this
effectiveness largely depends on the level of communication and engagement, and these, in turn,
are the effect of trust between the potential network actors.

4. Materials and Methods

The empirical research was conducted in 2017 in the course of 6 months in all 42 entities functioning
within the Industrial Monuments Route (IMR) that is located in Southern Poland. Historically this was
the region where the industrial revolution began within the borders of nowadays Poland. Southern
Poland is the main coal basin, that was industrialized already at the end of 18th century during the
Prussian Partition. Therefore this is the region with the oldest, most developed and best preserved
industrial heritage in country. IMR is also the only tourist route in Central Europe that is a member of
the European Route of Industrial Heritage (ERIH). Other industrial routes in Poland are much smaller
(in terms of number of sites – each of them counts less than half of IMR sites) and are also not as
diverse (focusing only on one type of facilities, like railway, lighthouses, wooden constructions), while
IMR includes different types of facilities (mines, museums, breweries, settlements etc.). Additionally,
the high level of formalization and development of IMR argue in favour of choosing it as a case for this
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study. Therefore the findings from a research that pertains to IMR should be applicable to other ERIH
routes or serve a raw model for less developed routes, that are in pursuit for this international standard.

The configuration of inter-organizational network based on cooperation, presented in the paper,
was created with sites situated along the Industrial Monuments Route in mind, but it seems that this
limitation is merely symbolic, as similar behaviors are observed on other thematic routes.

IMR was established in 2004 by Marshal’s Office of the Silesian Voivodeship, which has managed
the route since its creation, up to this day. IMR is a thematic car route that covers the monuments
of industry within the entire voivodeship. At the time of the conducted studies, the route included
42 sites located in 27 towns and cities. The map and list of IMR sites is presented in Figure 1.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 20 
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Along with the growth of popularity of the post-industrial tourism in the region and the
development of the route, the managers have continuously improved its form and are seeking for
solutions capable of increasing the effectiveness of cooperation between the route sites. The model of
an inter-organizational network, based on inter-organizational trust, designed with cooperation of
post-industrial tourism entities in mind, is a tool that can bring the IMR managers closer to achieving
this goal.

The main study was divided into two phases. In the first phase [65] structured expert interviews
with managers of all IMR sites were conducted. During the interviews an overall characteristic of each
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site was made (theme of the site, available attractions and services, years of functioning, legal form of
organisation, number of employees, the dimension of tourist traffic). Then each subject was asked to
assess the trust level and communication efficiency with 9 other sites (3 of them were the nearest, 3 the
furthest, and 3 most similar institutionally). The data was also supplemented with attitudes in each
given site towards the process of networking and cooperation development within IMR. Then all the
gathered data was analysed in order to identify the features and attributes of IMR sites that affect the
inter-organizational trust among them. Finally a statistical model was created, it allowed to assess the
trust level between any given IMR site.

The study presented in this paper was the second phase of the main study. It was also based on
in-depth interviews among the same managers, who assessed the readiness of the individual sites to
undertake specified forms of cooperation with other sites on the route. Additionally the expectations
towards a network structure on IMR were assessed, as well as the position of each site in the previous
structure and preferences towards cooperation partnership. This with the previously created tool for
assessing trust enabled us to create a configuration of a trust based cooperation network. The scheme
of the whole study is presented in Figure 2.
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The configuration includes only IMR sites, as it is meant to be used by the Marshals Office
(it governs the route) to reorganize the IMR internal structure. Therefore the initial changes can be only
applied directly to the members of the route. This is the reason, why the created configuration does
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not include external ventures that co-create the final tourist product of the route (hotels, restaurants,
etc.). Even if the network configuration pertains only to the core of the route’s product, future research
could be focusing on extending this network model to include all environmental and external links
between the IMR members and their partners and it should be the next step in network development.

5. Results

Previous studies [65] have confirmed that, among the identified factors influencing trust, there was
geographical distance dividing the two sites, as well as features such as the level of readiness to
undertake joint effort (creating a post for a person responsible for cooperation with other route
sites and creating promotional materials for partners on own advertisement media). The most
significant parameter, decisive for the level of inter-organizational trust, was the level of effectiveness
of communication with the partners. Based on the obtained data, a statistical model was created,
allowing to estimate the level of inter-organizational trust between any two IMR sites (expressed on a
scale of 1 to 10).

During the described studies (also based on structured interviews by experts) that were conducted
with senior managers and directors of all the IMR sites, the respondents were asked to state their
expectations towards gains form introducing a network structure on IMR, but also towards threats they
associate with this process, they were also asked about areas of cooperation on IMR that required to be
improved in their opinion. As it goes to expected gains almost three fourths (73.81%) of the interviewed
experts expect that thanks to the networking they will gain new clients and better promotion. Other
responds related to: improvement of cooperation (14.29%), gaining founds (11.90%), offer enrichment
(7.14%), preserving culture (7.14%) and increased quality of service (4.76%). The threats seen in
networking IMR have been more diversified, fear of product cannibalization was the most frequent one
(19.05%), followed by excessive coopetition (16.67%), operational cost increase (11.90%), overwhelming
work effort to sustain the network (7.14%), division of sites into groups of privileged and unprivileged
(7.14%), and possible conflicts resulting from differences in opinions (2.38%). The areas of cooperation
within IMR requiring improvement according to the experts are: communication and experience
sharing (45.24%), joint promotion (35.71%), creating joint products (23.81%), reduction of thematic
differences on the route (7.14%) and gaining sponsorship (2.38%). The intended network structure
created in this study is meant to meet those statements. In order to reduce fear form the stated
threats, trust was selected as the indicator for designating relations. Because the model used to assess
inter-organizational trust between IMR sites strongly emphasises on communication efficiency the
proposed network structure also answers the need for improved knowledge sharing and overall
communication within IMR. The proposed configuration is also meant to take the other expectations
and anxieties into consideration, by designating relations that correspond do them.

Further during the interviews the experts have been requested to assess the readiness of the
represented site to undertake indicated forms of cooperation. This was made on a scale of 1 to 10,
where higher score stood for higher readiness. In the created network model, network relationships
corresponding to a given form of cooperation were determined only when the two connected sites
expressed the same view on the given form of cooperation, and if the degree of trust, defined previously
using the described model, exceed a specific threshold. Since this was the first network model that
could be implemented to the IMR, the authors created an upper quartile of the variable describing the
degree of trust among all route sites as a threshold for creating network relations. The purpose was to
ensure durability of the first relations in the emerging network, which, in the subsequent period, could
lay foundations for its future development.

The first phase of designing inter-organizational network for IMR sites was to develop the most
significant network roles among its participants, i.e., the network architect, brokers and mediators.
In case of IMR, the role of an architect is assumed by the Marshal’s Office, due to the fact that this is the
authority that established the route and has coordinated it so far, and that many of the route’s sites are
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dependent on co-financing from the office. The office thus constitutes, in a way, a central point for the
presented model, binding together other nodes from the network center (brokers and mediators).

During the interviews conducted with representatives of the IMR sites, characterization of each of
the sites was made (including in terms of: the number of tourists visiting the site throughout the year,
attitude towards the networking process, impact of each site on the process of development of the
route and the self-assessed strength of the position the site has in the route structure). In the created
model of the network, units satisfying several criteria were selected for the role of brokers. The first
candidates for the role of a broker for the network were sites known under their marketing phrase
“Stars of Industry”. These are the first four most developed sites with the largest number of visitors,
which causes that they form, in a way, an image of the route as a whole in the minds of the clients
(“Guido” Coal Mine – almost 100,000 visitors a year, The Historic Brewery in Żywiec – 83,000 visitors,
The Museum of the Duke’s Brewery – 70,000 visitors, and The Historic Silver Mine – 63,000 visitors).
Apart from the mentioned sites, three other units were considered as candidates for the role of network
mediators due to a large number of tourists served during a year, as well as high self-assessments in
other considered aspects (Black Trout Adit – 40,000 visitors, Tradition Park – 49,000 visitors, and the
“President” Shaft – 70,000 visitors).

During the final selection of the entities which were assigned the role of brokers in the model, two
premises were taken into account. The first of them assumed that the estimated degree of trust should
be as high as possible. If the highest assessment of the estimated trust occurred with the broker for
which, in the conducted interview, the given entity expressed unwillingness to cooperate, a broker
with the next higher level of estimated trust was selected. The other premise assumed that, to the
furthest extent possible, connections should be established between sites with the same formal-law
status. The reason was the intention of preventing difficulties in cooperation of sites with different
ownership forms, as well as assuring high level of understanding of the method of operation by the
broker. However, the prioritized criterion was the level of inter-organizational trust.

The result of the presented approach was the selection of five brokers in the created network model.
Two private sites (The Museum of Duke’s Brewery and The Historic Brewery in Żywiec), two public
entities (“Guido” Coal Mine and the Tradition Park) and one site of the third sector (“President” Shaft).
The map of relations of IMR sites with brokers in the proposed network is presented in Figure 3.
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The next step in the configuration of the network was assigning its mediators, i.e., actors enjoying
the largest trust of the remaining network participants, whose role is resolving conflicts. The role
of mediators of the network was assigned to sites, towards which the largest possible number of
other network participants expressed a high degree of trust (above the upper quartile of the variable
describing that feature). In this way, the following were selected as mediators: Museum of Coal Mining
(for 28 units, the calculated degree of trust towards the institution exceeded the value of the upper
quartile), “President” Shaft (21), Upper Silesian Narrow Gauge Railways (20), Tradition Park (19),
Castle Brewery (19) and the Nikiszowiec Settlement (17). Similar to defining network brokers, the sites
were connected with a relation with the mediator with the highest degree of estimated trust of a given
unit towards him.

The applied approach enabled to assign each of the assigned mediators to sites, which – according
to the adopted model – have the largest degree of trust towards them. The most relations were
established with Museum of Coal Mining (13) and the Upper Silesian Narrow Gauge Railways (6).
In the remaining sites, the largest degree of trust occurred towards Nikiszowiec Settlement (7), Castle
Brewery (5), Tradition Park (4) and “President” Shaft (2). The mediators were also connected with
each other through network nodes, based on mutual trust, to resolve conflicts that directly concern
them. The map of proposed relations with mediators of the inter-organizational network for IMR is
presented in Figure 4.
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The presented maps describe the relations enabling to coordinate the network. These are, however,
vertical connections, not joining individual sites with each other. Another step in configuring the
network was to determine connections of that kind. As a result of the conducted expert interviews,
and basing on the analysis of IMR internal documentation made available to the authors by Marshal’s
Office, a number of areas were identified, potentially constituting the basis of inter-organizational
relations in the presented network model. In the conducted studies, experts representing the sites of
post-industrial tourism were requested to indicate units which they perceive as desirable partners
for cooperation. Based on the obtained answers, a list of all proposed solutions was created (226).
Among all the proposals, in 47 cases the estimated degree of trust exceeded the previously assumed
criterion of the upper quartile. The map of relations meeting this criterion is presented in Figure 5.
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The units most often indicated as potential partners, and hence those towards which the estimated
degree of trust exceeded the minimum threshold, were Museum of Coal Mining and “President” Shaft.
Five connections with each of them were determined in the created network model.
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During the expert interviews, respondents were inquired about their readiness to exchange
experiences in the selected scopes (organization of work in the site, system of bookings, promotional
activity, obtaining funds, handling tenders, investment activities and sales). In this area, experts noted
that the exchange of experiences is an activity that is necessary and required for further development
of the route. Therefore, in the proposed network configuration, network relations connecting the sites
were created, for which the degree of readiness to share knowledge and experiences on selected subjects
was assessed in the same way. Figure 6 presents the map of these relations. It must be stressed here,
that each of the indicated connections covered a different scope of exchange of experiences for each
pair of sites. Only four relations concerned the exchange of experiences in all the mentioned scopes
(between Castle Brewery and Ficinus Workers Settlement, the “KWK Polska” Shafts, the Museum
of the Production of Matches and Drill Mine of the “Sztygarka” Town Museum. The other relations
concerned the scopes of exchange of experiences in the selected pair of sites.

In the configured network, relations corresponding to joint promotional efforts were also
determined. The connections were defined similarly to those that concerned sharing experiences.
The experts representing the post-industrial tourist sites assessed their willingness to post promotional
materials of the potential partners in the selected media (printed materials, website of the site, social
media, site tickets, guide narratives). If, in the case of the two sites, the given information channel
was assessed in the same way, and the estimated degree of inter-organizational trust satisfied the
criterion of the upper quartile of that variable, network relation was determined in the described
model. A graph illustrating the relations of the described scope is presented in Figure 7.

Other relations were also implemented into the inter-organizational network model for the
IMR sites, applying similar criteria as in the previous cases. The first of the network connections
remaining for determination was the willingness to undertake networking effort. Network relations
were established between the sites that were equally ready for actions, such as: organization and
participation in joint meetings devoted to the development of the IMR networking idea, establishing
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fixed electronic communication with network partners, creating a joint network cell with the partners
and indicating delegates responsible for cooperation with the other members of the network. As a
result, 80 bilateral connections were introduced into the network model.
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Another basis for establishing network relations was the willingness to create network products
with other entities on the IMR, expressed by the respondents, which either feature high probability
of the conducted activity or are located near each other. In this case, connections between the sites
were introduced into the network model if the three following criteria were met: distance between
the connected network actors was smaller than or equal to 13.2 km (lower quartile of the distances
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dividing the studied units), the estimated trust between the partners met the criterion of the upper
quartile, the assessment of the attitude to creating network products with the neighboring entities
obtained in the studies in the two sites exceeded 5 (a scale of 1–10 was used, where 5 stood for
neutral attitude, and higher value expressed willingness to such effort). This way, 34 network relations
were determined. Moreover, 26 network relations between sites with large institutional similarity
(15 relations connecting museums, 8 connections between sites with a common theme that is transport
in mining, and 3 relations pairing two mines, two settlements and two breweries).

Relations, the purpose of which was to reduce the negative effects of seasonability in certain
IMR sites, were also included in the network model created by the authors. During the conducted
expert interviews, varieties in the size of tourist traffic throughout the year at each of the studied
entities were identified. It was observed that, for certain IMR sites, the peak of intensity in tourist
traffic falls for the same period as the lowest visitor rates in the other sites, and vice versa. If, between
the pair of such sites, the criterion of adequate degree of trust was satisfied, the relation which
corresponded to the proposition of bilateral exchange of tourist traffic in the respective periods was
included (by recommending the partner site, undertaking joint promotion etc.). 15 pairs of sites were
designated this way.

The last platform used for introducing relations between post-industrial tourist sites in the created
configuration of the inter-organizational network were the proposals for creating complementary
products. The first group of this kind could be cyclic events, named “mini-Industriades” for the
purpose of the described model. The name refers to the annual event organized at IMR, the so-called
“Industriade”, during which, for one day, all sites offer visitors unique attractions that relate to the theme
set for a given year. In the majority of the sites, a promotional price list applies or entry is free of cost.
The proposed additional events would concern individual six groups of sites on the route (museums,
breweries, industrial monuments, workers’ settlements, mines and other unique sites). The proposed
solution would consist in organizing an event similar to the “Industriade” by the given group. Since
six groups were identified, each of the “mini-Industriades” could take place every two months, each
time in a different group of sites. The recommendation for creating such product was expressed in
the audits conducted at IMR, the contents of which were made available to the authors of this paper.
When determining network relations between the sites that could organize the mentioned events,
62 relations were created in the model (2 for breweries, 2 for mines, 16 for industrial monuments,
32 for museums and 10 for other unique sites). In the prepared network model for the IMR, another
group of complementary products was also determined, which could be named the thematic routes.
In this case, the focus was not on the kind of connected sites, but the heritage (former function) of the
site. By using this criterion, managers of the route were proposed three different paths for connecting
the industrial monuments. The first proposed path connects 13 sites using 12 relations, setting the
route that shows the path of hard coal, from production in the mine, through means of transport,
all the way to the production plant which used the raw material. The second of the proposed paths
concerned 7 sites connected by 5 relations, and its theme was the achievements of the old technology
(connecting sites related with press, communication and production of consumer goods from the times
of industrialization). The last of the proposed thematic paths focused on the lives of the workers in
the 19th and the early 20th century. Using 15 network relations, 12 tourist sites were determined,
indicating several possible routes presenting workers’ settlements, facilities producing food products
(breweries, bread center, water treatment plant) and the culture of the region.

As a result of the previously presented connections between the post-industrial tourist sites,
a complex configuration of the inter-organizational network was created with the use of horizontal
relations. When perceiving the created inter-organizational network configuration holistically, one may
conclude that it comprises 43 nodes (42 post-industrial tourist sites and the Marshal’s Office). A total
of 926 relations were created between the post-industrial tourist sites, 42 of which are unique and do
not have a double in any field, and the other 884 concern more than one task (e.g., counteracting the
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phenomenon of seasonality and creating a network product). The definite advantage (95.68%) of the
formed relations concerns more than one scope.

For the needs of the created network configuration, the doubling connections were transformed
into a single non-directional configuration, as presented in Figure 8 (i.e., cooperation of two sites
on many levels was presented with a single connection). In this case, 236 nodes may be indicated,
with each of them being unique and applying to different spheres of cooperation. The exact measures
describing the created inter-organizational network for post-industrial tourist sites are presented in
Table 1.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 20 
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Table 1. Parameters of the configured network.

Parameter Value Formula/Description

Numerical amount N 43 The network’s size: number of vertices/players.

E 236 Number of edges (without repetitions)

Network density - D 26.15% D = 2E
N(N−1)

The average degree of vertices <k> 10.98 The degree of a vertex (k) is the number of edges going in and out of it,
<k> is the average value for all vertices.

The average path length 1.75 The average value from the shortest paths between all vertices.

Network diameter 3 The longest path between two vertices selected from the set of the
shortest possible paths between any two given vertices.

Vertices asymmetry 0.832 The degree of asymmetry of the vertices

Network heterogeneity coefficient 0.109 p(G) =

∑
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Clustering coefficient 0.41
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Where ki is the number of vertices connected with the i-th vertex, and ei
is the number of edges connecting those vertices. (This coefficient
shows the degree to which the neighboring vertices are related.)

Source: Authors’ own work, basing on: [66–68].

The coefficient of density of the created network is 26.13%, which means that the proposed
configuration is implemented by a little over one fourth of all the potentially possible connections.
The majority of sites is closely related to each other (the average length of the path between the pair
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of sites is 1.79), and the average network is 3. This means that the majority of sites does not require
many mediators to reach a unit with which it has no direct connection. Site pairs that have direct
contact account for 27.06% of the whole network; in 67.25% of cases only one mediator is necessary,
and the other 5.69% of site pairs require two links in the network to have contact with each other. High
degree of asymmetry of the peak levels indicates the right-hand distribution of that variable – there are
numerous high level peaks, increasing the value of the arithmetic mean.

The cluster coefficient at the level of 0.4071 allows to conclude that, on average, the number of
connections between all the neighbors of a given node accounts for around 41% of the maximum
possible number. The presented heterogeneity level of the network allows to compare it with other
inter-organizational networks.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

The main goal of the study was to develop and apply a method of designing a network structure for
tourist sites that form a tourist route, that haven’t been part of a network before – hence, the configuration
is a network initiation, on which later relations can be built upon. Such approach can be applied within
centrally controlled route in order to change a top to bottom hierarchy in favour of more horizontal
relations. Our finding from literature review suggest that this is necessary in modern tourism, in order
for the facilities to stay competitive, but also to preserve heritage they present and maintain. Other
expected gains are growth in organisational learning and knowledge sharing, consequently leading to
competitive advantage through cost reduction and value creation for clients.

Unlike in existing networks where one can use indicators from previous cooperation activity,
in case of a network initiation different indicators have to be used in order to designate network
relations. Or claim is, that this can be done with the help of inter-organizational trust level indicators.
The literature review findings support this approach. It was shown that trust is a key factor in
maintain a proper balance between cooperation and competition within a network (one must mention
here, that trust can also be abused, and this should be taken into account when calculating the risks
involved within a network). Trust is also a necessary condition for cooperation to grow, it stimulates
communication and knowledge sharing, as well as allows to overcome the anxieties associated with
entering new structures. Trust was also chosen as an indicator for designating network relations
because it could be measured between tourist sites on the same route, even if there was no network
structure before. The literature review revealed also, that even if the network approach is known
and appreciated in tourism, there was never an attempt to actually configure an inter-organizational
network for tourist sites on a route. The previous research focused either on analysing already existing
networks or on discovering the network paradigm in different areas of tourism, like i.e., hospitality
or gastronomy. Our work contributes to reducing the gap concerning initial network design within
tourist routes.

Planning and configuration of an inter-organizational network for post-industrial tourist sites was
and still remains a complex task. On the one hand, large heterogeneity of sites on the post-industrial
routes may facilitate the configuring of a network and foster the process of implementing the network,
stimulating its development at the later stage. However, on the other hand, thematic tourist routes are
a special kind of routes. They have many characteristic features, which cause that the management
of this sort of sites significantly differs from the management of other enterprises operating in the
tourist industry, preventing the direct translation of the business solution to management of the route.
The same also applies for networking.

The model of an inter-organizational network, created by the authors and presented in the paper,
was created for post-industrial tourist sites belonging to the IMR. The research showed that one of
the most significant expectation from a network on a route, in the opinion of managers of the IMR
tourist sites, was gaining new clients and more effective mutual promotion. The threats and anxieties
associated with entering network structure were more diversified, among them the experts expressed
concerns about product cannibalization and excessive coopetition. Therefore this was another reason
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to use trust as an indicator for designating relations within this network – in order to reduce the risk
of those feared outcomes taking place. The degree of trust between the post-industrial tourist sites
was estimated by using a statistical model developed by the authors in their previous research [65,69].
In the configured network connections have been designated only between those sites, for which the
estimated trust level fell within the upper quartile of that variable. The designated network relations
concerned various forms of cooperation available for post-industrial tourism establishments, identified
during a critical analysis of the subject literature and expert interviews conducted with managers of
post-industrial tourist sites. The forms of cooperation, for which network relations were created in the
presented network configuration include:

• creating network products based on the theme of the products of individual sites (setting thematic
paths and the so-called “mini-Industriades”),

• creating network products between geographically close sites,
• exchange of experiences and knowledge in the selected spheres of knowledge, as well as sustainable

development practices, with respect to protecting the post-industrial heritage and preserving it
for future generations,

• conducting joint promotional effort in selected areas of activity,
• counteracting the effects of seasonality,
• counteracting the loss of cultural and regional identity of the local community, whom the presented

heritage concerns.

A step necessary to improve the functioning of the configured network was to appoint sites
acting as brokers and mediators of the network. Since the task of network mediators is resolving conflicts
occurring within the network, this role was assigned to those sites, the trust towards which on the
part of the majority of the studied units satisfied the assumed criteria. The task of brokers, on the other
hand, is to coordinate network activities. This role was assigned within the created network to those
sites, that were characterized by both large degree of trust on the part of the other members of the
network, as well as long period of operation (experience, seniority), communication capabilities and
their impact on IMR.

To conclude, it may be stated that inter-organizational networks are a form of cooperation that
can be applied to the unique branch of the economy that is tourism and specifically to tourist routes
and heritage tourist sites. Conducted research and the created network configuration lay grounds
for implementing the described model to the structure of the post-industrial tourist sites, which were
previously associated under a centrally controlled tourist route. Large heterogeneity of the assessed
sites was not an obstacle to the creation of a network configuration, and sometimes facilitated creating
additional and unique network relations, aiming at balancing the development of the conducted
activity in order to preserve the cultural heritage.

The performed process of inter-organizational network configuration is not a universal recipe
for creating networks in any given tourist route. It was created with sites lying on the IMR in mind,
but may create a pattern when undertaking efforts for performing a similar task on other tourist routes
as well. Another limitation was that the created model was designed with the intention of changing a
hierarchal structure to a network one, this brings two additional limitations up. The first one is that the
network structure concerns IMR sites only, without portraying connections to the environment and
external stakeholders who create the final tourist product of the route. The second one is that because
there was no indication of horizontal cooperation before within IMR the all the connections have
been designated basing on assessments of trust level as a potential indicator of successful partnership.
This method has proven itself useful in our case of a route where the network is being designed from
the ground, but in case of an already functioning network other indicators might be more precise
and adequate. Further studies and attempts to create inter-organizational networks for tourist routes
may provide necessary observations for developing a universal methodology of creating networks for
this kind of groups of tourist entities. Moreover further studies could be dedicated to expanding the
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created methodology and network model so it includes all stakeholders of the IMR. When time passes
the case of IMR network should be revisited in order compare it’s actual structure to the one presented
herein, as well as to compare it to other routes that adapted the network structure, and to analyse it in
the scope of social networks. Lastly, future studies could be dedicated to comparing other cooperation
potential indicators that can be used to construct a network to the trust approach.
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